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USB Microphones
You may have noticed the availability of USB microphones for speech recognition systems
recently.  What are they and do they offer any advantages for people with disabilities?  In short, a
USB microphone works through the USB connection you will find on later model Windows and
Macintosh computers.  USB is a faster and more flexible system than the older serial ports.  For
example, with USB you can plug and unplug USB devices while the computer is running.

A USB microphone plugs into your USB port rather than the microphone port.  It has the
advantage of working independently of the computer’s sound card.  Not all sound cards are up to
the task of speech recognition, and this has been a problem for many users.  Sound systems on
notebook computers have always involved a compromise, because the noise generated inside the
small space provided made it difficult for good clean sound to be produced.  The USB microphone
overcomes this problem too, giving consistent quality to all systems, irrespective of sound card
quality and regardless of whether the computer is a desktop or a notebook.

Having said this, there seem to be considerable variations in the performance of microphones on
different computers.  We recently tested four different microphones (two USB) on four different
computers.  The results?  Different for each computer!  No single microphone was best for all.  In
fact, one of the best overall performers was a $45 Emkay headset microphone.  Some
microphones require amplification to work better (so remember to change the batteries when
performance deteriorates!).
So while we believe USB is a good choice in many circumstances, especially for notebooks, don’t
rule out getting good results with cheap microphones!
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Using a Pen as a Mouse

We have had a number of enquiries lately from people keen to use a pen as
a mouse device.  While there are dedicated graphics tablets available, one
of the simplest devices that permits control of mouse functions by pen is
the Power Cat by Cirque.  This is a touch pad with the additional capability
of pen control.  Button functions are built into the pad.
The good news is that the Power Cat stylus can be purchased separately
for about $20. This stylus can be used with other pads in the Cirque
range, including the budget Easy Cat.  Those with ingenuity can find ways
to attach the stylus to a mouth stick!

BigKeys LX
The Big Keys keyboard has been a great success for those who need something between the standard
keyboard and a product like the Intellikeys or Concept keyboard.  But because of its heritage as a keyboard
for kids, it lacked a couple of important key functions required by serious users (like the \ key).
The new LX version of BigKeys has a full set of keys, and thus fulfils the requirements of users who need the
full 97 key function set.  It also has a sticky keys function
available (called Assist Mode) and has the repeat function de-
activated.  It comes with AT and PS/2 connectors.  Only the
black letters on white background version is being offered.
Users can switch between ABC and QWERTY layouts on the
same keyboard (although the keys themselves will have to be
moved manually).
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X-Keys Programmable Pad
We all know the usefulness of separate numeric pads.  They allow important functions (such as the ENTER
key and numeric keys) to be brought to the left side of the keyboard, thus benefiting those who can only use
their left hand.  They also allow a more flexible arrangement of devices on the desk (mouse device, keyboard
and numeric pad).

The X-Keys extends this usefulness even further.  It allows all of
its 20 keys to be programmed with up to three levels of definition.
These definitions can include up to 480 keystrokes.  The device is
especially useful for key combinations (such as CTRL-ALT-F7).
These combinations can be programmed in and then accessed by a
single keystroke.

The X-Keys does not require any software and should work
wherever a standard keyboard works.  All of the definitions are
stored in the device.  It comes with a PS/2 connection.
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Windows Me
Windows Millennium Edition (Me) was released with much less fanfare than previous versions of
Windows.  It is the consumer version of Windows, designed for home use, compared with Windows
2000, designed mainly for business use.  Most commentators have described Windows Me as a
minor upgrade to Windows 98, which is probably fair comment.

The main new features concern digital movies and slicker Internet options.
But there are two features of Windows Me that we have found interesting
for people with disabilities.  The first is the facility called System Restore
whereby a “snapshot” can be taken of system settings as at a certain
date.  If problems develop later, you can return to these saved settings.
This will greatly facilitate the support of people with a disability.
Hopefully we can set up a complex system and use this facility to
restore the original settings should something go wrong in the future.

The second useful feature is that the Accessibility options now include an on-screen
keyboard.  The keyboard has a dwell feature but no word prediction.  It also cannot be resized.  We
see this as a useful backup method for, say, a person who normally uses speech recognition.
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Saitek Cyborg Joystick
The Saitek Cyborg Joystick is one of the better programmable USB joysticks now available on the market.
We have found that a number of features made this particular joystick stand out for us:

·
Its sturdy construction, utilising metal plates and ABS plastic, which
we feel makes it more durable than other joysticks;

· It is adjustable for left or right handed people using a moveable hand
rest;

· It has up to eight programmable buttons, making it easy to change
the functions of buttons to suit the user;

· It offers compatibility with standard Windows drivers, meaning good
compatibility with Windows and Windows applications;

· It can be easily modified by Ability technical staff to enable external
switching be used, with say one or two jellybean switches.  These switches can also be programmed to
perform whatever function is desired in a particular game;

· It has a USB interface, enabling the device to be connected and disconnected without rebooting the
computer;

· It is similar in price to other joysticks, such as the Microsoft Sidewinder and the Logitech Wingman.

Overall we feel that the Cyborg is a well-constructed joystick with great features, and is ideal for those
looking for a joystick or modified joystick. The Cyborg is available from Ability and we are also able to add
external switches should you require this modification.
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Write:Out Loud Version 3
Write:Out Loud, the talking word processor from Don Johnson Inc., has just received a major upgrade. The
new features of the program include:

· The inclusion of IBM voice synthesis technology. The spoken voice in
Write:Out Loud has been improved significantly over the old version,
now including male, female and children’s voices. It now has a
“realistic” sounding voice, which makes listening comprehension
easier than in the old version.

· A Talking Spell Checker, Dictionary and Homonym Checker for
selecting and using the right words.

·Unification of Macintosh and PC versions so that they are identical.
This will allow file sharing from class to class or from school to
home.

· File size restrictions have been removed so that files of any size can
be scanned into the computer and read back.

· Graphics can now be imported into the program, so that pictures
can be placed with the text.

The program has retained its previous menu style, with added buttons for the dictionary/spell checker and
inserting graphics. We feel the inclusion of these new features presents a significant step forward for
talking work processors. Write:Out Loud is now able to provide even more assistance and versatility for
those needing the extra features that this program can provide.
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Ability News
· Ability has established an environmental control system demonstration centre in our Seaforth

facilities.  We will soon be offering a full environmental control service in Sydney:  assessments to
determine the best method of access, specific recommendations for complete on-site systems,
supply of equipment, installation, training and support. Keep posted for details!

· Alan Bimson has taken charge of our Web site and he can take full credit for recent improvements.
Any feedback or suggestions can be passed on to Alan:  alan@abilitycorp.com.au

Penny & Giles still available
We are pleased to announce that the Penny & Giles range of quality joysticks and trackballs are
available now through Ability Technology.  We have used the joysticks in particular with clients with
brain injury, cerebral palsy and other disabilities, when other methods of direct control have failed.
These are high quality, precision devices.

The Penny & Giles range has recently expanded to include the Concept keyboards (with A4 or A3
overlays instead of Foolscap), plus the Touch ‘n’ Go keyboards and a head pointing device called the
Headway Mouse Pointer (similar to the HeadMouse, but for less than half the price).

Contact the Ability office for pricing details.


